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Dear Chris: 
June 1, 1981 
TEL. (207) 289-3261 
RESOURCES PLANNING: 289-3155 
The Maine Critical Areas Program has reviewed the critical area and natural 
area data base for significant natural features along the Appalachian Trail in 
Maine, as well as meeting with Dave Field and Jym St. Pierre to review the 
locations of unusual natural features. Please find attached the compiled inventory 
of significant natural features along the Maine Appalachian Trail system. 
This inventory shows that the Appalachian Trai I system contains a large 
number of very significant natural features ~anging from a I pine vegetation, old 
growth trees, rare plants, waterfalls and gorges. Four areas are designated 
National landmarks, and 12 areas are registered critical areas, and another 8 
areas are under consideration for critical area status. One plant species (Paronychia 
argyrocoma var. albimontana} is a proposed threatened species by the Office of 
Endangered Species. 
The fact that the State of M.aine will own and be responsible for its management, 
presents a special management situation because of the comparative hearing, 
visitation and utilization of the trai I system. While the land is 11protected 11 by state 
ownership, the hearing utilization of the trail system may pose a threat fo the fragile 
nature of the alpine environment. 
Identification of critical areas and ecologically sensitive areas is imperative 
for the proper management of these alpine areas in a manner to insure the perpetuation 
of these unusual features. We are fortunate that the tv\aine Critical Areas Program 
has been collecting information on critical areas since 1974. However, there are areas 
along the Trail that have not been surveyed by a botanist or geologist fo identify and 
describe natural features. A follow-up fo this office inventory should be a field 
inventory of the portions of the Trail that we know little about. 
1 
Page 2 
June 9, 1981 
The Critical Areas Program is willing to assist in further natural resource 
inventory 'NOrk of the Appalachian Trai I in Maine. 
HRT/i 
cc: Richard Barringer, Director 





Jym St. Pierre 
Sincerely, 
Harry R. Tyler, Jr. 
Critical Areas Program Manager 
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drafted June 22, 1981 
Draft 
Register of Critical Areas 
The State Planning Office is charged with administering the Critical Areas 
Act. For further information, please contact the State Planning Office, 
Critical Areas Program, 184 State Street, Augusta, Maine, 04333, Telephone 
(207) 289-3155. 
1. Name Mount Katahdin Alpine-tundra Plant Communities and Rare Plant Areas 
2. Critical Area Number 
3. Location 
A. Piscataquis County 
B. T. 3 R • 9 WELS 
C. Minor Civil Division Code Number - 21818 
D. General Coordinates: 
Latitude 450 55' N" Longtitude 68o 55' W" 
E. U.S.G.S. Quadrangle: Katahdin 15' (1949) 
4. Owner's Name and Address 
State of Maine 
Baxter State Park Authority 
64 Balsam Drive 
Milinockett, Maine 
Attn: A. Lee Tibbs, Director 
5. Boundaries and Size of the Area 
The critical area includes that portion of Mount Katahdin above treeline 
(see topographic map). The critical area covers approximately 1650 acres 
(668 hectares). 
6. A Description of the Area Includin a Listinq of its Unusual Qualities and 
the Reason s for its Inclusion on the Register 
Mount Katahdin is among Maine's most extensive and well-known natural 
areas. The Katahdin massif is an irregularly-shaped sloping upland that 
rises abruptly from comparatively flat country. The lower slopes are 
steep, whereas the uplands from gently sloping plateaus, with six peaks 
over 4600'. Baxter Peak, the highest, rises to an elevation of 5267'. 
The Katahdin massif is composed primarily of biotite, biotite muscovite 
granite, and quartz monzonite. 
Katahdin is famous in many fields- zoologically and ge'ologically for 




attributes may be looked at both from the community and the species 
viewpoint. Mount Katahdin has the greatest area of arctic-alpine plant 
communities in Maine, as well as the greatest number of rare arctic and 
alpine species of any area in the state. 
The large area and topographic variation of the Katahdin massif provide 
the habitat for a great diversity of arctic-alpine vascular vegetation. A 
1976 survey identified at least thirty-one species of arctic-alpine 
vegetation occuring over an area of approximately 600 acres. The 
characteristic plant communities on Mt. Katahdin include dwarf shrub 
heath, diapensia, and sedge meadow. 
The dwarf shrub heath is the most abundant community type of Mt. Katahdin, 
occuring just above the krummholz in the lee of rocks and in small 
depressions where snow patches provide moisture in the Spring. The 
dominant vascular plants are Low Sweet Blueberry (Vaccinium 
angustifolium), Alpine Bilberry (y. uliginosum), Labrador Tea (Ledum 
~roenlandicum), and Pale Laurel (Kalmia polifolia). Dwarfed Balsam Fir 
Abies balsamea), Paper Birch (Betula pao rifera), and Black Spruce (Picea 
mariana) often intermingle with these. Rush Juncus) or Sedge (Carex) may 
codominate with the dwarf shrub heath species. Alpine Reindeer Lichen 
(Cladonia alpestris) and Hair-cap Moss (Polytrichum juniperinum) are the 
most important cryptogams in this community. 
Discontinuous Diapensia communities occur at wind swept sites along trails 
and other exposed areas. The dominant species in this community are 
Diapensia (Diapensia lapponica) and Mountain Sandwort (Arenaria 
groenl andica). 
Sedge meadow communities characterize the highest slopes of the Katahdin 
.. massif. Bigelow's Sedge (Carex bigelowii) is the dominant plant in this 
community. 
Both treeless mountains and arctic-alpine vegetation are unusual in the 
eastern United States. The Maine alpine environment is similar to that 
found in Labrador and Alaska and thus indicates floral affinities with 
arctic or subarctic environments. On Mount Katahdin, many plant species 
of arctic origin reach their southern limit, and may be considered 
11 disjunct" from their principal range. 
In all, 46 species of vascular plants which are considered rare in Maine 
have been found on Mount Katahdin making it a very "rich" botanical area. 
For many of these, Mount Katahdin is the only place in Maine where they 
occur. Approximately one-third of 46 species are species which 
characterize the alpine environment and which, therefore, may be found in 




heaths (family Ericaceae) form spectacular carpets of bloom in early 
summer. The "typically a1pine" species include the fo11owing (asterisks 
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a small, tufted clubmoss scattered in 
protected places, mostly above tr~e1ine. 
Rare throughout New England. Botanical Fact 
Sheet I 
our most common alpine sedge. Found in 
exposed, windswept areas. Rare throughout 
New England. Botanical Fact Sheet I 
an alpine rush growinq in dense tufts, 
in somewhat exposed areas above treeline. 
Rare at State level. Botanical Fact Sheet I 
a shrub growing only Z-3" high: may form 
extensive mats. Nationally rare. Botanical 
Fact Sheet iF 
another prostrate willow, forming dense mats 
in exposed places. Rare throughout New 
England. Botanical Fact Sheet # 
two arctic birches, growinq 1-2' hiqh in some 
protected locations. Both nationa!iy rare. 
Botanical Fact Sheets # & 
a 1ow shrub resembling blueberries 
(Vaccinium spo. ), found in moist areas. 
Currently Known from 1 other Maine location 
(5 historic' 9 and rare throughout New 
England. Botanical Fact Sheet # 
herbaceous, bright green, tufted, with white 
flowers. Abundant especially in gravelly 
areasi often near trails. Rare throughout 
New England. Botanical Fact Sheet # 
a matted heath with qreenish bell-shaoed 
flowers and black berries. Forms extensive 
patches in exoosed areas. ~ationally rare. 
















delicate, moss-like heath with nodding white 
or pink bell-shaped flowers. Found in 
protected places. Nationally rareo 
Botanical Fact Sheet # 
matted evergreen heath with small leaves and 
small pink flowers in clusters. Found in 
somewhat protected places. Nationally 
rare. Botanical Fact Sheet # 
low, evergreen heath with narrow moss-like 
leaves and nodding purple bell-shaped 
flowers. Found in protected places. 
Nationally rare. Botanical Fact Sheet # 
matted evergreen heath with pink or purple 
flowers which are miniatures of our 
cultivated rhododendrons. Found in 
semi-exposed areas. Nationally rare. 
Botanical Fact Sheet # 
one of the most abundant of the rare 
arctic-alpine plants. Dense, cushion-like 
plants with upright white flowers. Found 
scattered in most places above treeline. 
Nationally rare. Botanical Fact Sheet # 
a dwarf perennial goldenrod found in moist, 
protected places. Nationally rare. 
Botanical Fact Sheet # 
In addition to the above plants, which may be seen by almost any hiker 
traversing the Tableland or Baxter Peak, there are many other rare plants 
which are not as often seen. These are the plants which have made 
Katahdin famous among botanical explorers for over a century. Some of 
these, such as the Alpine Willow-herb (Epilobium alpinum), are restricted 
in the Eastern United States to Mount Katahdin & Mount Washington; for 
one, Saxifraqa stellaris va~ comosa, Mount Katahdin is the only place in 
the Un1ted States where it is found. Most of these soecies are restricted 
to a certain basin, gully, or ravine of the mountain. An aura of mystery 
surrounds a few plants (such as Carex rariflora) which were seen once or 
twice on the mountain, over 50 years ago, and never seen since. 
These 30 more restricted plant species of Mount Katahdin are listed 
below, and those which are found in Maine only on Katahdin are marked with 
an asterisk. They,are found in various parts of the Katahdin massif, such 





























an alpine or sub-alpine clubmoss. Rare 
throughout New England. Last reported from 
Katahdin in 1924. 
a grass typical of alpine meadows: verified 
on Katahdin in 1978. Rare throughout New 
England. Botanical Fact Sheet # 
a grass collected on Katahdin in 1927 but 
not since found there. Rare throughout New 
England. 
an arctic grass known in Maine from only 
spot on Katahdin. Verified 1978, and 
nationally rare. Botanical Fact Sheet # 
a grass formerly found in several places 
on Katahdin: last seen 1954. Currently 
known from 1 other Maine station (Bigelow). 
Rare throughout New England. 
a dwarfed relative of our common timothy 
grass. Collected on Katahdin in 1892, and 
not seen since. Rare throughout New 
England. 
an alpine grass which is rare throughout New 
England. Last seen on Katahdin in 1929. 
a nationally rare sedge last seen on Katahdin 
in 1965. Botanical Fact Sheet # 
an enigmatic sedge reported from Katahdin 
in 1861 and not seen since. Rare throughout 
New England. 
an arctic sedge which is rare throughout 
New England. Last seen on Katahdin in 1929. 
a nationally rare rush found along the Knife 
Edge. Verified in 1978. Botanical Fact 
Sheet # 
a dwarfed. spreading willow.known from only 
1 spot on Katahdin, its on 1 y New Eng 1 and 
station. Nationally rare. Verified in 



























an arctic willow reported from places on 
Katahdin, last seen in 1940. Nationally 
rare. 
an arctic willow found on Katahdin in 1900, 
and not seen since 1950. Nationally rare. 
an herbaceous, tiny-flowered plant found on 
Katahdin in only one spot. Verified in 
1978. Nationally rare. Botanical Fact 
Sheet # 
a small, pink-flowered, tufted plant found 
on Katahdin in 1847 and again around 1860, 
and not seen since. Rare throughout New 
England. 
an herbaceous, small-flowered plant found 
in damp mossy crevices. Verified in 1978. 
Nationally rare. Botanical Fact Sheet # 
a small herbaceous perennial with white 
flowers, found growing out of the rocks in 
the Chimney. Verified in 1978. Nationally 
rare. Botanical Fact Sheet# 11. 
three locations on Katahdin are the only 
places in the United States where this 
small, white flowered plant grows. 
Nationally rare, and verified in 1980. 
Botanical Fact Sheet # 
am alpine violet seen on Katahdin in 1900, 
but not since. Rare throughout New England 
a low herbaceous plant restricted on Katahdin 
to a few wet pockets above treeline. Rare 
throughout New England. Verified in 1978. 
Botanical Fact Sheet # 
found with ~ alpinum on Katahdin, and not 
found elsewhere in New England. Verified 
in 1978. Botanical Fact Sheet # 
a recently-described species of blueberry 
with a restricted range. Nationally rare. 
Material collected on Katahdin in 1847 & 
1928 was later identified as this species, 














A 1 pine Cud weed 
Prenanthes boottii 
Boott's Rattlesnake-ro6t 
a boreal species also found in Maine along 
St. John River. Rare throughout New 
England. Verified in 1978. Planning Report 
# 
a small herbaceous plant confined to a few 
wet spots above treeline. Nationally rare. 
Varified in 1978. Botanical Fact Sheet # 
like the preceding, found in seepage areas in 
a few spots on Katahdin. Verified in 1978. 
Rare throughout New England. Botanical Fact 
Sheet # 
a yellow flowered composite which, like the· 
Castilleja is also found in Maine along the 
Sto John River. Last seen on Katahdin in 
1967. Rare throughout New England. 
a low, white flowered plant found near the 
highest parts of Katahdin. Verified in 
1978. Nationally rare. Botanical Fact 
Sheet # 
a composite with drooping, pale yellow 
flower-heads, found on only a few mountains 
of the northeastern U.S. Under review as a 
candidate for Endangered or Threatened 
species; nationally rare. Verified in 
1978. Botanic-al Fact Sheet # 31. 
These very rare species, though not often seen, are of interest because 
they are true arctics ranging further north than do most of the alpine 
species which dominate the tableland and peaks. Mount Katahdin would be 
important as a location for any one of these species~ the assemblage of so 
many in one place is truly outstanding. 
For more information on the arctic-alpine vegetation of Katahdin, see the 
planning report on Alpine Tundra Vascular Vegetation and the report Rare 
Vascular Plants of Maine. 
Among entomologists, Katahdin is renown as the habitat for the Katahdin 
Arctic Butterfly (Oeneis polixenes Katahdin), a local and relict 
sub-species which is entirely restricted to the tableland of Mount 
Katahdin . Members of this genus (in the family Nymphalidae) commonly 
called Arctics, are circumpolar and are rarely found in the contiguous 
United States. The Katahdin Arctic can be found among the low tundra 
vegetation of the tableland, particularly in the area from the Saddle to 
the Northwest Plateau. With its brown and grey markings, it is remarkable 
well camoflaged. For more imformation on this endemic butterfly, see 




Mount Katahdin is known for its geological features as weli as for its 
biological features. It i~ of course, Maine's highest mountain; and it 
also exhibits some classic results of glaciation. The great Basin, the 
North Basin and the Northwest Basin are all typical and spectacular 
cirques, with steep headwalls and a broad bowl-like shape. What is called 
"The Saddle" is a well-developed col. The famous Knife Edge is an 
excellent example of an arete: a less dramatic arete is Hamlin Ridge. The 
erratics - superficial boulders differing from the underlying bedrock -
which are found near Baxter Peak supply important evidence of Katahdin's 
past, showing that the mountain was indeed once covered by a glacier which 
left these miscellaneous rocks as it retreated. A more detailed 
discussion of Katahdin's geological features may be found in The Geolooy 
of Baxter State Park & Mount Katahdin, Bulletin Number 12 of the Maine 
Geological Survey. 
Mount Katahdin is a unique natural area. It is included on the Register 
of Critical Area specifically for the following reasons: 
1) it supports the most extensive and diverse arctic-alpine vegetation 
communities in Maine; 
2) 46 species of vascular plants which are rare at State, New England, or 
National level are found here: 
3) it is the habitat for the endemic Katahdin Arctic butterfly; 
4) it is the highest mountain Maine, and also has exemplary geological 
features; and 
5) its scenery and recreational values are unparalled in Maine, if not in 
the entire Eastern United States. 






Novemer 26 1979 
' 
Draft 
Register of Critical Areas 
The State Planning Office is charged with administering the Critical Areas Act. For 
forther information, please contactthe State Planning Office, Critical Areas Program 9 
189 State Street, Augusta, Maine 04333, Telephone (207) 289-3155. 
Name Little Niagara Falls 
Critical Area Number 
Location 
A. Piscataquis County 
B. Town T3 RlO WELLS 
c. Minor Civil Division Code Number - 21841 u 
D. Latitude 45° szt 18" Longitude 2' 18" 
E. U.S.G.S. Quadrangle: Harrington Lake, Maine 15' 
4. Owner's Name and Address 
Baxter State Park Headquarters 
64 Balsam Drive 
Millincoket, Maine 04662 
Attn: Lee Tibbs, Director 
5. Boundaries and Size of the Area 
Little Niagara Falls occurs on Nesawadnehunk Stream in T3Rl0WELS of Piscataquis County. 
It lies within Baxter State Park near the southern border. 
Beginning in the center of the stream approximately 20 meters (66 feet) downstream from 
the Old T.oll Dam, or 2 meters above the center lip of the 1.8 meter (6 foot) drop, the 
northern boundary extends for 15 meters (50 feet) perpendicular to the thread of the 
stream in both an easterly and westerly direction. The eastern boundary begins at the 
eastern end of the northern boundary and runs southward in a downstream direction for 
32 meters (106 feet) parallel to and setback 15 meters (50 feet) from the thread of the 
stream. The southern boundary begins at the southern end of the eastern boundary and 
extends westward for 30 meters (100 feet) perpendicular to the thread of the stream. 
The western boundary begins at the western end of the southern boundary and runs northward 
in an upstream direction for 32 meters (106 feet) parallel to and setb?ck 15 meters 
(100 feet) from the thread of the stream. 
The critical area covers a total area of approximately 960 square meters (.096 hectare 
of 0.24 acre 
41 
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6. A Description of the Area Including a Listing of its Unusual Qualities and 
the Reason(s) for its Inclusion on the Register 
Little Niagara Falls on Nesawadnehunk Stream is a scenic falls which occurs 
in Baxter State Park. It is one of significant waterfalls in the 
Penobscot River Drainage Basin and is noted for its highly scenic and natural 
beauty. 
Little Niagara Falls consists of two drops approximately 23 meters (75 feet) 
apart. The main falls drops approximately 3.6 meters (12 feet) and is 
nearly vertical. I~ is preceeded by a 1.8 meter (6 foot) drop and a section 
of rapids. A large outcropping of granite protrudes into the stream on the 
east bank to create a bend in the strea~ and cause the high flow of the 
small stream to chute through a narrowerl opening over the main drop. The 
stream averages about 0.6 meter (.20 feet) wide in this area except at the 
main falls. 
Bedrock is Katahdin granite of Ordovician age. Good exposures occur all 
along the banks at the falls. 
The area is highly natural and is well maintained by Baxter State Park 
authoritY.. A hiking trail occurs along the east bank however no signs of 
trash were found. Cedar, white birch, spruce, and fir characterize the 
surrounding vegetation. 
Little Niagara Falls is one of significant waterfalls in Maine. It is 
one of significant falls sites in Piscataquis County. The primary 
reasons for recommending Little Niagara Falls to the Register of Critical 
Areas are: 
1) The good exposures of bedrock; 
2) The high flow of water over th.e main 3. 6 meter (12 foot) falls; 
and 
3) The outstanding scenic and natural beauty of the falls area. 
For further information on waterfalls in Maine, see the planning report by 
Dr. Thomas Brewer. 
42 

November 26, 1979 
Draft 
Register of Critical Areas 
The S tat.e Planning Office is charged with administering the Critical Areas Act. For 
further information, please contact the State Planning Office, Critical Areas Program, 
189 State Street, Augusta, Maine 04333, Telephone (207) 289-3155. 
1. Name Big Niagara Falls 
2. Critical Area Number 
3. Location 
A. Piscataquis County 
B. Town T3 R10 WELS 
C. Minor Civil Division Code Number - 21841 U 
D. Latitude 52' 8" Longitude 
E. U.S.G.S. Quadrangle: Harrington Lake, Maine 15~ 
4. Owner's Name and Address: 
Baxter State Park Headquarters 
64 Balsam Drive 
Millinocket, Maine 04662 
Attn: Lee Tibbs, Director 
.· 
5. Boundaries and Size of the Area 
2' 10" 
Big Niagara Falls occurs on Nesawadnehunk Stream in T3R10 WELS of Piscataquis County. It, 
l~es within Baxter State Park near the southern border. 
Beginning in the center of, the stream, 75 meters (246 feet) upstream from the center lip 
of the main drop, the northern boundary runs 20 meters (66 feet) perpendicular to the 
thread of the stream in both an easterly and westerly direction. The eastern boundary 
begins at the eastern end of the northern boundary arid runs southward in ·a downstream 
direction for 175 meters (574 feet) parallel to and setback 20 meters (66 feet) from 
the thread of the stream. The southern boundary begins at the southern end of the 
eastern boundary and·extends westward for 40 meters (132 feet) perpendicular to the 
thread of the stream. The western boundary begins at the western end of the southern 
boundary and runs northward in an upstream direction for 175 meters (574 feet) parallel 
to and setback 20 meters (66 feet) from the thread of the stream or until it meets the 
northern boundary. 
The critical area includes a total area of approximately 7000 square meters (0.7 hectare 
or 1. 7 acre) . 
44 
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6. A Description of the Area Including a Listing of its Unusual Qualities and 
the Reason(s) for its Inclusion on the Register 
Big Niagara Falls is one of a series of scenic waterfalls and rapids along 
the lower reaches of Nesawadnehunk Stream in Baxter State Park. It is one 
of significant falls in the Penobscot River Drainage Basin. The total 
vertical drop along this 155 meter (510 feet) section of the stream is 
approximately 21.3 meters (70 feet). The main falls occurs at about the 
midpoint of the critical area and drops 6.1 meters (20 feet). At the top 
of the drop, the stream is about 9 meters (30 feet) wide. At its base, 
smooth granite outcroppings in the stream cause the high flow to be funnelled 
through a 1.8 meter (6 foot) wide section after which it fans out again to 
about 12 meters (40 feet) in width and drops 1.5 meters (5 f~et). Below 
this, the stream passes through a section of deadwater for about 18.3 
meters (60 feet), then drops another 3 meters (10 feet) over a distance of 
27 meters (90 feet). The stream here is about 9 meters (30 feet) and flows 
over large granite boulders. 
Preceeding the main falls are two small drops of 0.9 and 1.2 meters (3 and 
4 feet) within about a 32 meter (105 foot) distance. Prior to this stretch, 
water flows over a slide of smooth granite and drops about 0.9 meter (3 
feet) in 32 meters (105 feet). 
Bedrock in this area is Ordovician Age pink and gray Katahdin granite. Very 
smooth outcroppings occur all along the east bank with large boulders and 
jointed blocks of granite exposed within the stream and on its west bank. 
Glacial stream erosion features occur in various places along the banks~ 
the most outstanding of which are displayed in the outcropping at the main 
falls. Pot holes, scour marks, and other hydraulic sculptures can be seen 
in the smooth rock. 
Of historical significance is the occurrence of old pin holes in the granite 
next to the main drop where spikes were driven to build structures with which 
to aid log driving over the falls. 
White pine, cedar, elm, white birch, alder and red maple characterize the 
surrounding area which is well-maintained by Baxter State Park authorities. 
A hiking trail runs along the east bank however no trash was seen. Good 
views of the falls are possible at several spots on the rocks. 
Big Niagara Falls is one of significant waterfalls in Maine. It is one 
of significant falls sites in Piscataquis County. The primary reasons 
for recommending Big Niagara Falls to the Register of Critical Areas are: 
1) The geologic and hydrologic attributes of the site including 
the significant vertical drop, good exposures of bedrock, and 
excellent example~ of glacial stream erosion: 
2) The outstanding scenic and natural beauty of the falls area; 
and 
3) The historical significance of the falls as obstructions to 
log driving. 
For further information on waterfalls in Maine, see the planning report by 




July 21 , 1978 
Register of Cri. tical Areas 
The State Planning Office i.s charged with administering the Critical Areas 
Act. For further information, please contact the State Planning Office, 
Critical Areas Program, 189 State Street, Augusta, Maine, 04333, Tele-
phone (207) 289-31 55. 
Name Nesowadnehunk Falls 
2. Critical Area Number 1 N 
3. Location 
A. Piscataquis Coun~ 
B. Township of T2 R 1 0 
C. Minor Civil Division Code Number- 21838 
0. U. So G. S. Quadrangle Harrington Lake 15" 
E.. Latitude 45° 50' 4G" Longitude 69° 2' 0" 
4. Owner's Name and Address 
Mr. J. R. Goody, Manager 
Timberlands and Forestry 
Great Northern Paper Company 
Millinocket, ME 04462 
5. Boundaries and Size of the Area 
Nesowadnehunk Falls is on the West Branch of the Penobscot River in T2 R10 
Township and i.s located about 0. 8 kilometers (0. 5 miles) west of where Nes-
owadenehunk Stream meets the West Branch of the Penobscot. 
The boundary of the critical area i.s defi.ned by a circle of 150 meter (492 
feet) radius circumscribed around the center of the largest (2 meter-6. 6 feet) 
drop (see map). The total area of the critical area i.s about 7 hectares (17. 5 
acres). 
6. A Description of the Area Including a Listing of its Unusual Qualities and the 
Reason(s) for t ts Inclusion on the Register 
Nesowadnehunk Falls is a broad, horseshoe shaped falls vvith a drop of about 
2 meters (6
3
6 feet). The flow of the River through the critical area i.s several 
thousand ft. /sec. and is dependent on the regulation at Ri.pogenus Darn. The 
water color at the si.te is brown and odorless. 
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The bedrock of the area consists of an excellent exposure of a small granodiorite 
stock which has been intruded into the Katahdin quartz monzonite. The Falls 
have developed across the blocky sheeting cleavage of this granodiorite. The 
exposed bedrock at the site is probably the best exposure of the granodiorite 
stock in the area. 
The area surrounding the Falls i.s wooded with mixed fir and several portage 
trail are maintained by canoeists. There is a spectacular view of Mount 
Katahdin from the Falls location and the area is a natural setting except for the 
proximity of the Millinocket Road. 
The Nesawadnehunk Falls section of the West Branch of the Penobscot has a 
long illustrious history i.n the development of the log driving of the State, and 
in the industrial history of the Great Northern Paper Company. 
Nesowadnehunk Falls is one of ten significant waterfalls in the Penobscot 
Ri.ver Basin and is one of thirty-seven waterfalls which have met the criteria 
for inclusion ·on the Critical Areas Register as determined by Dr. Thomas 
Brewer during his 1977-1978 srudy. 
The reasons for inclusion of the Nesowadnehunk Falls area on the Critical 
Areas Register are 1) the excellent exposure of the small granodiorite stock 
in the area, 2) the exceptional scenic quality of the area, and 3) the historic 
significance of the Falls locality. 
For further information see the planning report, waterfalls in Maine and 
Their Relevance to the Critical Areas Program of the State Planning Office, by 
Dr. Thomas Brewer. 
7. Date Registration Becomes Effective 




drafted: June, 1981 
Draft 
Register of Critical Areas 
The State Planning Office is charged with administering the Critical Areas Act. For 
further information, please contact the State Planning Office, Critical Areas Program, 
189 State Street, Augusta, Maine 04333, Telephone (207) 289-3155. 
1. Name Nesuntabunt Old Growth Spruce - White Pine Stand 
2. Critical Area Number 
3. Location 
A. Piscataquis County 
B. Tl Rll WELS, Rainbow Town 
C. Minor Civil Division Code Number - 21831 
D. Latitude: 45° 45' 511 Longitude: 69° 09' 15" 
E. U.S.G.S. Quadrangle: Harrington Lake, 15', 1954 
4. Owner's Name and Address 
Diamond International Corp. 
Woodlands Division 
Old Town, Maine 04468 
Attn: Mis Linda Alverson, Project Forester 
5. Boundaries and Size of the Area 
The critical area is 0.2 mile (.3 km) southwest of Nahmakanta Lake and 1 mile 
(0.6 km) east of the summit of the northern peak of Nesuntabunt Mtn. The stand is 
located where the slope levels off and the terrain becomes bouldery. This boundary 
was not surveyed on the ground. The beginning closest to the lake (elevation 900') 
proceed at a direction of N30°W for 0.6 mile (1 km). Next, it turns S60°W, away from 
the lake for a distance of~ mile (0.4 km). The boundary then runs a distance of 
0.6 mile at a bearing of S30°E, roughly parallel to the Appalachian Trail. The 
fourthe side of the boundary runs at a bearing of N60oE for~ mile to the point 
nearest Nahmakanta Lake. 
The critical area is approximately 10 acres (4 hectares) in size. 
6. Description of the Area Including a Listing of its Unusual Qualities and the Reason(s) 
for its Inclusion on the Register 
This stand, composed of 60% red spruce (Picea rubens) contains trees of superlative 
form, aging over 140 years. The area has never been logged. Natural old growth forest 
stands are rare features in Maine and the Eastern United States. Because these 
ecosystems have undergone centuries of development, they possess a special value 
especially for scjentific and educational purposes. From these areas, information 
on past climate, soil-vegetation relationships, and natural succession can be derived 
to compare with managed stands. In addition, natural old growth stands complete 
Maine's forest history by serving as examples of forests that settlers may have 
viewed as they made their way through Maine. 
This stand of red spruce and white pine (Pinus strobus) displays excellent form and 
health. The stand is found on the northern Nesuntabunt Mountain (elevation 950') 
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jn northern Maine. Nesuntabunt Mountain ts 30 miles northeast of Greenville. The 
steep, 42 percent slope and ledges found on these eastern slopes near Nahmakanta Lake 
have protected the stand from .harvesting. The Appalachian Trail will be rerouted 
through the stand, and its corridor should offer protection to the trees in the future. 
The trees, aging over 140 years, occupy the best microsites, growing in the deepest 
soils among the boulders and ledges. Both the spruce and the pine are of high quality, 
exhibiting cylindrical trunks, good crowns, and natural pruning that makes this an 
exemplary natural stand. 
The stand is even-aged, occupying a ten-acre area. Throughout the stand, red spruce 
is the dominant plant regenerating on the needle-covered forest floor. 
Data collected on twenty trees appears below. Average d.b.h. (diameter at breast 
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The Critical Areas Program inventoried and evaluated old growth stands in Maine 
and found that the old growth red spruce-white pine stand on Nesuntabunt Mtn. met 
the criteria .for inclusion on the Critical Areas Register. 
, For further information, see the planning report, "Natural Old Growth Forest Stands 
in Maine and Their Relevance to the Critical Areas Program," by John Grena. 
The reasons for inclusiqn of the Nesuntabunt Mtn. old growth red spruce-white pine 
stand on the Critical Areas Register are: 
1). the stand i.s. an excellent example of a red spruce cover type containing white 
pine. 
2) the pine and spruce are exemplary in form. 
3) the trees in the stand are older than 140 years. 
4). the stand's. location and health indicate that the feature will persist for many 
decades to come. 
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5) 
6) 
the site will serve as a scenic and educational highlight along the Appalachian 
Trail, which will be rerouted through the stand. 
the area has never been harvested. 




November 6, 1978 
Register of Critical Areas 
The State Planning Office is charged with administering the Critical Areas Act. For 
further information, please contact the Sf'ate Planning Office, Critical Areas Progrom, 
189 State Srreet, Augusta, Maine, 04333, Telephone (207) 289-3155. 
Nome Gulf Hagas 
2. Critical Area Number 281 
3. Location 
A. Piscataquis County 
B. (Town) T7R1 0 
C. Minor Civil Division Code Number - 21867 
D. Latitu:ie 45° 28 1 30" Longitude 69° 29' 0 11 
E. U.S.G.,S. Quadrangle- Sebec Lake 15" Maine 1950 
4. Owner1s Name and Address 
5. Boundaries and Size of the Area 
Mr. Robert D. Cope 
Regional Timberlands Manager 
St. Regis Paper Company 
Main Street 
Bucksport, Meine 04416 
Gulf Hagas is located on the West Branch Pleasant River in T7R1 0 of Piscataquis County. 
It begins about 20 meters (66 feet) downstream from Beer Brook and ends opproximcteJy 
40 meters (132 feet) south of Gulf Hagas Brook •. The boundaries of the critical area ore 
the same as those adopted by the St. Regis Paper Company and reed as follows: 
Beginning at the north bank of the 'Nest Branch of the Pleasant River on the boundary line 
between land of Sr. Regis Paper Company and D iomond lnternotiona I Corporation; thence 
N8°E o distance of 14.9 ch. along said boundary line too post; thence N260W 25~0 ch. 
along o whire painted I ine to a post; thence S890W a distance of 25.9 ch. l'o o post; thence 
N430W a distance of 21 .4 ch. l'o o post; !'hence N790W a distance of 18.9 ch. ro a post; 
!'hence N38°'N o distance of 37.3 ch. ro a post; N530W a distance of 41 .32 ch. !'o a post; 
!'hence S1 CPW a distance of 12.35 ch. to the West Branch of rhe Pleasant River; thence 
continuing on rhe same bearing 12.0 ch. l'o a post; rhence 563°30 1 E a distance of 19.4 ch. 
too post; thence S270E a distance of 37.3 ch. to a post; thence 56°E a distance of 2SG9 
ch. to a post; thence S20°E a distance of 22.9 ch. to a post; thence S58°30' E a distance 
of 87.3 ch. to a post on rhe boundary line between land of St. Regis Paper Company and 
Diamond International Corporation; thence N8°E along said boundary line a distance of 3.0 ch. 
l'o rhe point of beginning. 
The critical area includes a totai area of approximately 1,828,357 sqt."Cre meters (182.8 
hectares or 451 .6 acres). 
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6. A Description of the Area Including a Listing of its Unusual Qualities and the Reason(s) 
for its Inclusion on the Register 
Gulf Hcgas, on the Pleasant River, is a narrow twisting canyon surrounded by a spruce-
fir forest end designated the Gulf Hagas Reserve. Recognized as a National Natural 
Landmark by the U.S. National Park Service, this gorge displays both outstanding scenic 
and natural features. 
Both the length and depth of the gorge rank third largest in the state at Skm and 45m 
respectively; with these figures made even more impressive by the gorge 1s outstanding 
degre~ of narrowness, showing an estimated width/depth ratio as low as 0.5 in many 
spots. Within the Gulf, there are five major falls and continuous rapids of significance 
by themselves. The important fall localities in Gulf Hagas are celled (from upstream to 
downstream) Billings Falls, Starr Falls, Buttermilk Falls, the Jaws Hammond St. Pitch, 
· and on the tributary stream called Gulf Hagas Brook, Screw Auger Falls. Total drop in 
Skm is 125m with water flow at en estimated rete of 25 ft3/sec. AI though the water 
is slightly brown in color, it has no odor or other objectionable characteristics. 
The origin of Gulf Hagas is not entirely dear. There are fluvial scour marks and pot-
holes as much as 30m above the present stream elevation. These features would not 
· have survived continental glaciation so evidently, the gulf is of recent origin. Pleasant 
Riv~r which flows through the Gulf does not appear to be capable, at present, of per-
forming this sort of erosion. 
While most gorges in the State are composed of granite, Gulf Hagas is characterized by 
an impressive bedrock of grey slate. The direction taken by the Gorge seems to cross out 
the regional rock cleavage of this low grade metamorphic rock-cleavage being at N70°E. 
According to Dr. Thomas Brewer, the best explanation for the origin of the Gulf is that ir 
was actually carved by a major ice melt stream under dead ice which still occupied the 
region at the time. A major amoun f of sand and gravel between Katahdin Iron Works and 
the Hermitage suggests this possibility. 
With regard to its scenic attributes, this locality is considered to be outstanding without 
parallel in the region, and without a doubt, one of the five most scenic areas in the State. 
The Appalachian Trail follows the north rim of the Gorge with many good vistas of the 
canyon developed along the way. Historical evidence shows that' at one time, logs were 
driven through the Gulf although the problems which attended this process must have been 
manifold. Evidently a good number of obstructions were blasted out of the Gulf to permir 
the drives. 
Today, naturalness of the area is protected by the Gulf Hagas Reserve.7 however.,overuse 
of the rrai Is has been considered to be a potential problem. 
The reasons for ind usion of Gulf Hcgas on the Register are: 
1) Its designation by the U.S. National Park Service as a national natural landmark, 
2) Its significant geologic features which inch.:de both its outstanding size and un-
usual slate bedrock, 
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3) Its recognition as one of the five most scenic areas in the State 
4) Its historical sign'ificance as an obstacle for log drives of the past. 
For further information, see Dr. Thomas Brewer's planning reports on Waterfal Is and 
Gorges. 
7. Date Registration Becc:mes Effective - September 7, 1979 
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drafted: January 4, 1978 
Register of Critical Areas 
The State Planning Office is charged with administering the Critical Areas Act. For 
further information, please contact the State Planning Office, Critical Areas Program, 
189 State Street, Augusto, Moine, 04333, Telephone (207) 289-3155. 
1. Nome The Hermitage Old Growth White Pine Stand 
2. Cri ti co I Area Number 243 
3. Location 
A. Piscataquis County 
B. (Town) T7 Rl 0 (East Bowdoin College Grant) 
C. Minor Civil Division Code Number- 21867 U 
D. Latitude 45° 28' 46 11 Longitude 69° 17' 30u 
E. U.S. G .S. Quadrangle: Sebec Lake 15' Maine 1950 
4. Owner's Name and Address 
The Nature Conservancy 
335 Water Street 
Augusta, Maine 04330 
Attn: John Jensen, Executive Director 
5. Boundaries and Size of the Area 
The critical area occupies the southwest corner of 11The Hermitage, u located on the 
northerly side, of the West Branch of Pleasant River, westerly of the mouth of Hay Brook, 
and is bounded as follows: 
Beginning at the southwest corner ofThe Hermitage, at a point on the northerly side of the 
river marked by a stake and stones; thence N200E (magnetic), following the boundary line 
of The Hermitage, a distance of 1 06 meters (350'); then turning due east and running 183 
meters (600'); thence turning due south and running 137 meters (450'), more or less, to 
the northerly bank of said river; thence westerly along said river to the point of beginning. 
The critical area covers approximately 1 • 9 hectares (4.8 acres). 
6. A Description of the Area Including a Listing of its Unusual Qualities and the Reason(s) 
for its Inclusion on the Register 
uThe Hermitage 11 Old-growth white pine (PinusStrobus) stand is one of a few significant 
white pine stands in the state. High quality old-growth white pine stands in Maine are 
outstanding natural features in that they represent the remnants of the extensive pine 
forests which shaped t"v\aine's early history, forests which had developed over the centuries 
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7. 
and which, :since colonization, have been almost entirely eradicated. They ore, 
furthermore, scientifically significant, illustrating important points of forest ecology, 
such as mechanisms of forest establishment and development, the effects of site factors on 
stand growth, and forest successional patterns. 
The pines are located on well drained moraine soil, and are an excellent example of 
white pine in association with northern hardwoods, one of the several types of commun-
ities in which it is found. The even-aged pines stand approximately 1201 and create a 
uniform canopy. The trunks ere large and widely spcced, several individuals reaching 
36" d.b.h. (diameter at breast height). Beneath the pines is a developing subcanopy of 
northern hardwoods, mostly beech (Fagus grandifolia) and sugar maple (Acer saccharum), 
with 'som~ hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) as well. These trees are fairly large (up to 1 0 11 
d.b.h.) and reproducing vigorously. The pines, which have stopped reproducing, will 
gradually die out and be replaced by these other species, and eventually (perhaps in 
150 years) the area wi II be a northern hardwood forest. 
White pine stands of this quality are rare throughout the tree's range and especially this 
fer north. Because of the outstanding caliber of the pine stand, The Hermitage was 
recognized as o National Natural Landmark in May 1977. 
The Hermitage old-growth white pine stand is included on the Register of Critical Areas 
because it is on excellent example of old growth white pine, which is on increasingly rare 
and noteworthy feature both in Maine and throughout the tree's range. 
Date Registration Becomes Effec:tive Apri I 20, 1979 
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December 19, 1978 
Register of Critical Areas 
The State Pfenning Office is charged with administering the Critical Areas Act. 
For further information, please contact the State Planning Office, Critical Areas 
Program, 189 State Street, Auguste, Meine, 04333, Telephone (207) 289-3155. 
1. Name West Chairback Pond FaJJs 
2. Critical Area· Number 328 
3. Location 
A. Piscataquis County 
B. T7, R9 NWP 
C. Minor Civil Division Code Number- 218 65 V 
D. Latitude 45° 27' 1 0 11 Longitude 69° 171 20 11 
E. U.S. G .S. Quadrqngle - Sebec Lake 15" 1950 
4. Owner's Nome and Address 
Mr. Robert D • Cope 
Regional Timberlands Manager 
St. Regis Peper Company 
Main Street 
Bucksport, Moine 04416 
5. BOundaries and Size of the Area 
The critical area is located on the mountain stream which flows northward from 
West Chairback Pond in the T7, R9 NWP township of Piscataquis County. 
The site begins 400 meters (1312 feet) downstream from West Chairback Pond, runs 
for c distance of 1 00 meters (328 feet) and ends 20 meters (65 .6 feet) south of where 
the stream empties into c small unidentified pond. The site includes a setback of 
50 meters (164 feet) from the thread of the stream. 
The critica_l area inch.des c total area of approximately 1 hectare (2.47 acres). 
6. A Description of the Area Including a Listing of its Unusual Qualities and the Reoson(s) 
for its Inclusion on the Register 
West Chairback Pond Fa I Is consists of fwo major drops, each developed on a different 
rock type and together having a total drop of 18 meters (59 .4 feet) over a distance of 
1 00 meters (328 feet) o 
One hundred meters (328 feet) in length, this tumultuous mountain stream begins 400 
meters (1312 feet) downstream from West Chairback Pond (probably a torn lake) and ends 
20 meters (65.6 feet) south of where the stream empties into a smaJI unidentified pond. 
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The southern half of the falls is developed on bedrock joints forming a section of 
ledge drops and having a totol drop of 6 meters (20 feet)o The northern half of the 
falls is developed on talus and outcrop for a total drop of 12 meters (39.4 feet). 
Characterized by varieties of medium-grade metamorphics, this faJis lies in the 
contact zone of a mediun-sized granite body (possibly granodiorite) which is exposed 
a short distance to the south at Chai .-.back Pond. Some well-displayed folding occurs 
at the falls site. 
Flow has been estimated at .028m3/sec. (1 ft. 3/sec.), however, this estimate was 
made during an exceptionally low flow period in all streams in Maine (August 12, 1978). 
Flow is obviously much higher in the spring, with streams of this sort expected to show 
a considerable seasonal variability. Water quality is dear and odorless. 
West Chairback Pond Falls offers an attractive spot to stop along the Appalachian Trail 
which crosses the stream at the site's midpoint. Naturalness of the area is excellent. 
with evidence of deer, moose, and bear nearby. Trash from the trail is not yet a 
problemo 
·This waterfall site is one of 
in Piscataquis County. 
significant waterfalls in Maine and is one of only 
West Chairback Pond falls is included on the Critical Areas Register for the following 
reasons: 
1) Its geologic attributes being: a. development of the falls on both bedrock 
joints and talus, b. its location in a contact zone, c. its well-displayed folding. 
2) Its high scenic and natural values including the recognition of West Chair-
back Pond stream as being probably the most typical example of a mountain 
stream yet recommended for evaJ uation. 
For further information, see the field notes and planning report on Waterfalls by Dr. 
Thomas Brewer. 
7. Date Registration Becomes Effective 




July 27, 1978 
Register of Critical Areas 
The Stcte Pfenning Office is charged with administering the Critical Areas Act. For 
further information, please contact the State Pfenning Office, Critical Areas Program, 
189StateStreet, Auguste, I'Aaine, 04333, Telephone (207)289-3155. 
Nane Little Wilson Stream· Falls end 'Gorge 
2. .Criti eel Area Number 227 
3. Location 
A. Piscatoquis County 
B. Town of Elliotsville 
C. Minor Civil Division Code N~..mber- 21080 
0. U.S. G. S., OL.Odrongle ... Sebec Lake 1 S" Maine 1940 
E. Latitude 450 22' 40 11 Longitude 6~ 27' '' 
4. Owner 1s Name and Address 
Prentiss and Carlisle Co. Inc. 
1 07 Court Street 
Bangor, ME 04401 
5. Boundaries and Size of the Area 
State of Maine 
Department of Conser.tation 
Bureau of Parks end Recreation 
Little Wilson Falls is on Little Wilson Stream located in Elliotsville Township about 2.3 
kilometers upstream from where Little Wilson Streom meets Big Wilson Stream. 
The northern boundary begins 600 meter$ (1968 feet) down the thread of the stream from 
the center of the highest' point on the I ip of the main falls (13 meters -see map) end ex-
tends 50 meters (164 feet) to the east and to the west perpend iculorly from rhe stream's 
bonks. The western boundary begins at the western edge of the northern boundary end runs 
parallel to the stream for approximately 700 meters (2296 feet) in a southerly direction. 
The southern boundary begins 100 meters (328 feef'.) up the thread of the stream from !'he 
center of the highest point on the lip of rhe main falls (13 meters--see mop) end extends 
50 meters (164 feet) to the east and 50 meters (164 feet) to the west, meeting rhe western 
boundar/• The eastern boundary begins at the eastern edge of the southern boundcry and 
runs parallel to the stream in o northerly direction for approximately 700 meters (2296 
feet), meeting rhe northern boundary. 
The f'otol area of the critical area is 7 hectares (17.3 ceres). 
6. A Description of rhe Area Including o Listing of if's Unusual Qualities end the Reason(s) 
for its Inclusion on the Register 
Little Wilson Foils is one of the highest falls in rhe State with a main drop of 13 meters 
(42.6 feet) and severo I smaller drops of 2-3 meters (6.6-9 .8 Feet). Below rhe Falls there 
is o 300 meter (984 Feet) long gorge with verticle, 20-30 meter (65 .6-98.4 feet) walls. 
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The sunmer season flow of Little Wilson Stream is estimated to be 0.5 ft. 3/sec. but 
bank debris indicates considerably higher spring flow. The water color is sf ightly brown 
with no odor. 
The bedrock of the area is slate with nearly verticle primary cleavage. The reason for the 
development of the large falls and adjacent gorge is not clear since the axis of the gorge 
and position of the falls does not correspond to any rock structures. There is some evidence 
that the gorge axis corresponds to a fault although no slickensides Qr drag folds are evident. 
The geology at the site is complex and worthy of further scientific investigation. 
The area surrounding the Falls is covered with mixed fir and is nearly all natural. The 
area is frequently visited and several trails exist around the Falls leading to spectacular 
vista points. The large drop of the Falls and the juxtaposition of the gorge in itS natural 
setting make this a scenically spectacular site. 
A few large sawn logs occur in the gorge and suggest a former log driving spot giving the 
area ristorical significance. 
Little Wilson Falls is one of ten significant waterfalls in the Penobscot River Basin and is 
one of thirty-six waterfalls which have met the criteria for inclusion on the Critical Areas 
Register as determined by Dr. Thomas Brewer during his 1977-1978 study. 
The reasons for inclusion of the Little Wilson Falls area on the Critical Areas Register are 
1) the complexness of the geology of the area, 2) the naturalness of the area, 3) the out-
standing scenic value of the area, and 4) historical significance of the sire. 
For further information see the planning report, Waterfalls in Maine and Their Relevance to 
the Critical Areas Program of the State Planning Office, by Dr. Thomas Brewer. 
7. Date Registration Becomes Effective 
February 5, 1979 
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March 7, 1980 
Register of Critical Areas 
The State Planning Office is charged with administering the Critical Areas Act. For 
further information, please contact the State Planning Office, Critical Areas Program, 
189 State Street, Augusta, N\cine, 04333, Telephone (207) 289-31 55. 
1 • Name Stratton Brook Esker Segment 
2. Critical Area Number 310 
3. Location 
A. Somerset County 
B. Wyman (T4 R3 BKP WKR) 
C. Minor Civi I Division Code Number - 29310 
D. LOtit~d~: . 45° 06' 45" Longitude: 70° 17' 00 11 to 70° 23' 
E. U.S.G.S. Quadrangle: Stratton, Maine 15' quad (1956) 
4. Owner's Name and Address 
David C. Semonite, V.P. 
J .M. Huber Corporation 
P. 0. Box 7148 Downtown Station 
Portland, Maine 04112 
5. Boundaries and Size of the Area 
The critical area includes a 6.5 km. (4 mi.) long section of the 10 km. ( 6 mi.) long Stratton 
Brook Valley Esker. 
The southern boundary begins along the Fire Wardens Trail, approximately 530 m. (1,750 ft.) 
nortJ, of Route 16/27. It continues in an eastward direction; first set back 3 m. north of tJ,e 
Warden Trail, and then, as the Warden Trail climbs onto a segment of the esker, the southem 
boundary follows a long the base of the gravel deposit unti I the esker intersects Stratton Brook. 
The southern boundary continues after a short gap, to follow along the base of the esker ridge, 
until it meets the Wyman-Dead River town line. The town line forms the eastern boundary 
and is about 65 m. (200 ft.) long. The northern boundary begins at the northern base of 
the esker ridge, and continues in a westerly direction, crossing Stratton Brook and extending 
between gaps of the esker deposit, for a total of 6. .. 5 km. (4 mi.). At this point, which is at the 
north-western end of the esker segment directly west of the Fire Wardens Trail, the western 
boundary begins and extends in a south-westerly direction for 65 m. (200 ft.). It then tums 
in an easterly direction and follows the base of the esker segment unti I it meets me Fire Wardens 
T rei I. 
This includes approximately 42 hectares (1 05 acres.). 
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6. A Descripf'ion of rhe Area Including a listing of if's Unusual Oualif'ies and rhe Reason(s) 
for irs Inclusion on the Register 
Page 2 
Esker systems of Maine are exceptionally well-developed end numerous, in contrast to other 
glaciated areas of rhe United Srates. These long, sinuous ridges of sand and gravel were 
deposired between 12,700 and 13,300 years ago by melrwater streams within or beneath 
stagnant .glacial ice. As the confining ice walls of rhe channels melted, ridges of sorted 
and occasionally stratified coarse sediments were left behind as conspicuous reminders of 
the last ice age. In Maine, these landforms are commonly referred to as "horsebacks" or 
"whalesbacks" and often provide high, dry routes rhrough peatlands and swampy lowlands. 
They are significant geologic features for rhey provide information on glacial processes 
and history in a number of ways. First, esker formation requires meltwater ct or near the 
base of the glacier, which indicates the climatic condirions end thermal characteristics 
of the glacier at rhe time of deposition. Second, rhe trend of the eskers, as well as !'heir 
intemal sedimentary characteristics helps define the direction of rhe surface slope of rhe 
glacier and on the overall geography of the glacier margin. The orientation of rhe eskers is 
generally parallel to the flow direction of the glacier, and towards and perpendicular i'o 
the retreating ice front. Third, eskers were deposired both above and below rhe !ate 
glacial sea level. Due to rhe weight of rhe overlying ice, the earth's crust was depressed 
enough ro allow the sea to flood Maine's coastline as Far inland as East Millinocket on 
the Penobscot River and Bingham on rhe Kennebec River. Eskers deposited below this 
upper marine limit, within reach of rhe invading sea, have marine sediments encorporated 
into the esker grovels and sands. Radio carbon dates on rhe fossils found in the marine 
sediments provides valuable information on the rime of marine submergence and deglacicrion e 
Dr. Harold 'N. Borns Jr., Director of rhe Institute of Quaternary Studies, Universiry of 
Maine at Orcno, conducted a comprehensive statewide inventory f'o identify significant 
esker deposits ir'1 Maine. Out of an estimated torol 2,300 km. (1,400 miles) of eskers end 
esker systems found rhroughout rhe state, Dr. Boms recommends only approximately 30 km. 
( 18 miles) of.esker segments for critical area status. These esker segments were selected 
for their overall physical characteristics, accessibility, scientific significance, and 
naturalness o Although eskers are relatively abundant statewide, segments rhat meet rhe 
established criteria are uncommon. Tl-le economic demands for sand and grovel over the 
past 60 years has caused the removal of greater rhan 25~'0 of Maine's eskers--especially 
those near citires and rowns. Excavation of portions of eskers is actually congruent with 
rhe research needs of geologists studying eskers. However, in order for rhese land forms 
l"o persist, o few of the most exemplary, unalterred segments should be preserved for 
sci en tift c and educoti on a I purposes. 
The Stratton Brook Esker is one esker locolil"y listed by Dr. Boms. Located in rhe Town of 
Wyman (T4 R3 BKP WKR), it is actually a tributary esker of rhe great 370 km. long Kennebec 
Valley Esker System. This branch becomes discemable in rhe Chain of Ponds area near 
Cobum Gore, and con be traced rhrough Eustis and Stratton, whence if" becomes o massive 
10 km. long gravel and sand ridge rhat !'rends east-west rhrough rhe valley of Srratton Brook. 
The esker appears as a steep, clearly-defined ridge for about 3 km. along the north shoulder of Route 
16/27. n,e highway rhen veers f'o the south, and rrom rhis point' eastward for 6.5 km, the ridge is 
accessible via rhe fire warden rroil inro rhe Bigelow Preserve. lr gradually diminishes 
and rerminates just after crossing into rhe Dead River Township. 
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The western portion of rhi~ esker (along route T 6/27 and south of the. Bigelow Range) hos been 
extensively mined •. Numerous grovel pit-s display wirh exceptional clarity rhe intemal strtJcrure 
and composii'icn of this type of glacial deposit'; as well as give scme indication of the size of 
!'his enormous esker. 
In contrast the eastern portion of the esker is almost totally undisturbed and is being evaluated 
for inclusion on the Register. This portion was deposited in segments rather than as one continuous 
ridge. lv\cny of the segments remain in much the some state they were in after they ~ere deposired 
from the ice-no roads, houses or grovel pits interrupt rhe gloc:ial sediments. Although rhe F;rg. 
worden trai I forJows along the top of c few of !'he segments, if' has only slightfy effected the 
original form of rhe esker. 
AI' !'he present time, the southern boundc.ry of rhe Bigelow Preserv~ is defined by Strnttcn Brook, 
whi c:h means that only the segments east end north of the brook end Srratton Brook Pond are 
within the Preserve. . 
The Formation of Srratton Brook Pond, the esker, end rhe drainage pattern in rhis valley 
are all relared l'o the way the glacier retreated From this basin. 
Vegetation on rhe ~reep ridge slopes includes hemlock, balsam Fir, yew, cedar, white bircf-t, 
quaking aspen, red maple, red end whil'e spruce, red end white pine end many more plant 
species found in association wirl-1 northern mixed hardwood and spruce-fir forests. 
The Stratton Brook Esker Segment constif'utes c 6. 5 km. long portion of rhe enl'i re 10 km. long 
Srratton Brook Valley Esker. It is recommended For inclusion en rhe Register of Cdtic:::rl 
Areas for rhe Following reasons: 
1) Its geo~ogi eel attributes including: 
a) it is one of rhe best-formed, mosr prominent esker segments in the state 
b) it illustrates ~he effect of loccl relief (in rhis ccse, rhe Bigelow Mounf'ain 
Ronge) on rhe way rhe glacier retreated From certain areas in Maine. Most 
eskers end esker systems trend roughly NNW-SSE, bur rhis one trends almost 
directly east-west, reflecting rhe topography of rhe region, 
2) Its accessibility. 
3) Its natural, undisturbed condition. 
4) It is crossed by rhe Appalacian irai l. 
5) 2.8 km. of the esker is loc:Jted wirhin rhe Bigelow Preserve. 
6) Its educational value. This portion of rhe esker usad in c~junction with the mined areas 
along Route 16,27 would provide c wonderful opportunity to view borh rhe extemal 
end internal morpholcgico:l characteristics of on esker deposit. 
For !='urther information en eskers end esker systems, sae ~he p Ianni ng report en eskers 
by Dr. Harold 'N. Soms, and Dr. 'Noodrow fncmpson's 11 Surficial Geology Handbook 




August 31, 1977 
The State Planning Of!ice is charged id th admir.J.ste~-.ng the Critical 
!.~as Act. For further information, please contact the State Planning 
Office, Critical Areas Program, 184 State Street, Augusta, Maine, OuJJJ, 
Telephone (207} 289-3155. 
1. ~ Bigelow Motintain Arctic-Alpine Vascular Vegetation Community 
2 o Cr.i tj_ cal Are a. Number 245 
J. !.ocation 
A. So~erset Cou.~t7 
C. Minor Civil Division Cede Number - 07060 
D. Latitude 
E. U.S.G.S. Oucdrongle: Strotton, Maine 15' 1956 
4. Ca.tea:ories of Critical A.rsas !ntc 1r'f1lich the A:~a ~ills 
.\. .Ar.!a o£ significance to the natural sciences 
B. Ecol., gi. cally sensitive ~a 
C. Important habitat 
5. Ower's Name and Address 
6. 
State of Maine 
Bureau of ?ubli c tands 
Ray- Building 
Au~JSta, Maine OuJJJ 
Att: Mr. tee Shepps, :i~ecto~ 
3ounc.a...""ies and Size of the Area 
Sta. te of :·!ai.::e 
Jen t .. :f Ccr:.ser-:-a -:i~n 
3U:.ea.~~ c~ ?a:I~s ~ ~ac::sa. ~!.o!'l 
~eters (3700 feet) •. tr~tic-alpL~e co~~ties oc~~= over an estL~ated 
a..rsa of 25 hectares or 61 • 75 ceres. 
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-~ Je5~:-:_'Jt:.Jr: 'Jf ~::e ;._rsa ::1cl.1.:cii:::..;: g. :..:.s::...':..g ':f ::. ~s :I:::::J.~t:.~i ~;J.a:.:.. =..es 2--:."::i :,~:s 
::e.3.sO:l\S) fc~ i.-:s .:.::·:2.usi·Jn ~'JrJ. ?'-ef?istar 
::1.e 3i~elo~·l ?.ange :,...: soutt.•,;este!'n Somerset Countj- fo.:-:1s a. ~-ri::C.s~~·ep c ::-:.~ge whi.ch 
~s ~-s.s~/.-iest for a d..:!.stance of app:-~:d..r.1a.tel:r 2. 3 ~lorn.e-ca:-s (: .1..:. ;..:'..les). ::~-;c 
~f the pea.::s ~e t::-eeless, .:: .. ::recy ?ea.k a..""ld ~·iest ?eak, ris:..r:;; t.J ela~ra-cior...s of 12!.:.~ 
-:Q~e,...~ (1,-: ~('' :o;::.e•) ... ,......l .. ?~C:: ,..,e'"e,...,... (!, ::;:1_.., ~ ... =-.::.-;" '"I"'Qsp,Qf"',...;~Q 1 ~~ '"!"'-.Q --e~:--s ~.,..Q c~.,.,.,.,... .. ~ oseri Q··-...J -- ._.._.,~....,; -- ~ C2.l..•lro..4 ..L.-...,j.,; .;.l.l. 1.,;: -.;;;, • -.. ..... ..,~...,; • .....,._y _._ . ..;'J·...;.-.1--tl· f) _ .... _ ':! ......... -·- --··~ -
of da~k grey slate, ~eta sandstone, calcium-slicate ~eiss, and granulite • 
. U.pine t"'J..;."'J.d:;a plant co!i'.r.n.L'1i ties grow on the t:-eeless areas of ;,ver;r ?ea.t: and ~·iest 
?eak. ~ 1?76 su~rey :.aent~fied 12 species of arctic-alpi~e dist~buticn occu=ing 
0 .. , ·-~ - ... _ ::- ? ~ .,.. -+- "'"- ( "1 7'"' • ..,.._ ) "- - ~- · ~ ... ..... - ~- _, · --r -' ·- .... · e_ a.n a.i.:::a o ... -/ •• ec'"'a ... ~s ·'J-· :; ac ... -:::s • ;:-,.'Te.r.j .;--:::8K ..... .;) .'.,Jc(._~r a.nc. a ... .,, a.nc. a.::::-c;,.J...C-
alpi:le 7egetation occurs i.n. the leeward side of large boulde:-s, i!1 :noist C.epressior.s, 
;.nd in :!istu.:-bed areas ~ear the abandoned fire tm.;er a..11d along ~he t:-ails. ::J;,;a.rf 
st:.-..:.':J ::ea:.h r::orr.nu .. ':itias are the dorr..i:1ant -regetaticn type, -character:.zed by I.vti 
c:::::,·ee-:- -:n,.ea·ce-.... -- ("7 ,..,....;.,..,.:,.,., !l~"~..-,S;-.:-" .... ,.:,,,.,) ' 4 .... ~-c. ::..: .. r.e-,..._- ("7 , ... .:._.;,..,,...~~--.,) ~a~,,...!l-JO,... ,.'I "' ..... ~..~. ... -·./ .a ... ..., .... ___ _... ....... ? .......... _ __,_ .......... ' n..;.:---·-- ....... ..;.. .... --./ ..:...:. ..~...:....:..·.;._ ..... ·.,;._""""'·' .w .... _\..,;, ... 
·-:ea (~ grcer2.a...'1di:::um), 3igelaw's Sedge (Ca:-ex bigelc~.Jii), and Eigtla.r:d ?..usn 
( '!",.,..,C,ll ..., .....: -~.:1 -l •• ) 1 ,.... ,...c::a .:o.; .... ::- ""Q ""' .; - .; t. .,.. -r- , , •. _, .;..1-c. '" "" ·.,.. V Q-i- .;....: uu.... S .. ____ _... . .._s. -~ sp ... :.l ...... -.:...o..- ... 0--..S" .;,.::J _n. 8-S'p8-.::JeC. •'~~· .. n ~..~,~._ vU!J.d.-a eg- .. a~..o.i..On. 
J::::e treeless area on 'iiest Peak is smaller than tha.:. en Ave::-; Peak. ..;..:-ctic-21-pine 
7eg~taticn occurs along the hiking t:-ail, :;';r...ich has a ba.:."'s gr-a:vel2..j"' substrate a.s 
~ ,~as,1• of' ...l-i ...... u,..;..,...,,..,,...e \fo,,.,..,-+o,.;.,.., c: ... r....l .... ;o-r+ ('-ron .....; ""Oe,..,, ,..,,..,,....~ ... a ) .: ... ·'""01":'1 4 "'~r.+-
- -- ......... " - '""'-;:) \J - ...,.;:.!......... e ·- u..o.. ~-...... c:::,l. ... \,4. - '"" .~ ... -·-a.- .... a g... ... ....... ~ ... -..;.....- ) -.:> "" J.i:..loo•·-.j," 
:.n d.r7, disturbed a..""'eas along t.'le trail, ':·thereas :U,#-land. ?..ush is =..cm.:!.::ant. :.n ::i.ois~ 
soi2. iepresssicns and .::.d~a.cent t.:; large :-ocks. 
:'~e :-ela:.i ~re::r sma.ll number- of arctic-alpli..:1e species 
is a. di:ect ~esul~ of :.~e ~~ted suitable ~abita~. 
g~ovr-.ng en 3igslo~r ~·!cu.:.--:~ai..v:. 
:':-eeless areas ~r: ; ...:rs::,. ?ea1-: 
,..,,..c.· ·.J'Q +- '='. ~,.,r..-.., ._ 1 '"'_,_ ?::: ~~-.;.. --- (/"' ·::: '"'C""'--\ ,., '-'""~"" .. ._., ... ,,..,.., '""'e.; o .,..._?"\.,.._ or--a...l :.... , -s-... ·;:c.o- ~,o .. a ... ...,;.:.-.J ._.., .:.-:::o;.;.-a ... -~.::: o~ ..... .::. -:=~.: • • ~ .... J.._.:..g ....... .:.':: sl:' C--s .. :::--->:::S-...;. ....... 
·Jn 3i~elow Hou."ltai.:J. a..:-e i'ai:-ly :or.liilon ar:tic-a.l?i.'1e species, the:r are :ior:e~:-:eless 
:zr.lsual :.n :-rai::e. Two of the species, the Highland RLSh and rhe Mountain Sandwort, ore, in 
fact, considered rare in Moine. Both ore I imited ro alpine areas of the State; the sondwort has 
· been reported from 14 areas, and !'he rtJSh from 6. 
During the summer of 1978, L.M. Eastman, a botanist at Moine At..dubon Society 1 discovered the 
very rare plant Prenanthes boottli on the ledges at West ?eok. This plant, a member of the 
Composite family (Asteraceoe) is one of 17 Moine plant species listed as "~hreotened 11 by the 
Smithsonian Institution in its 1978 report to the U.S. Congress. lis distribution is limited too 
few locations in northern New York and New England. In Maine, it is known ro occur only at 
this site and on Mt. Katohdin, although it has in the past been found at one other locationa 
Arctic-al?ine ?la.."lt communi :.ies are uncon.~on :.n :-ia.:L""le, ~=-c~.Ji::g o·re~ ar. esti..-::a:.ed. 
<; :::: ~ o C 1- ... .,..o ( 1 ::::,..., I . "" -o ' .,., 1 t . 1 . ' ' • . '- . 
.......... --- VGl, •• s .... ..,~ .... '.Jar-s;. ;.:-ee_ess :noun:.~a.=..::s are : ..: .. ::usua.;. :::..:: :-·.:.a.:....--:e, s..--:c.. · .. ne 
Jcc:.::-a.'1ce of a:-ctic-3.lpi:le vegetation is 'J.;.""lccmmon because of :he ::....-=.-:ad. :::.g.:: 
3.l ::.. -:-:1::.e ~ .. abi :at. ?"1=t~:ez:1o re, :tan:r plan~ sp eci·a s tJ.f a.=~"':i·: crigi:: ~eac~ ~~1e:.r 
sou t:~.e:..~ :..:.:ti.:. on ~-!ai:-:e :nou..."'1 taL::s. :'2e :-!ai..ne a.l;;i.::e s::~r:.:-or-~er:: :..s s:..~n.:..l3.r 
~o -:::at fcunC. :...:: :..aorado:- ~r . .:..ls.ska and :.tus inC.:.:a:es f"2..·o ra.l af.:'i:~ :.iss :·ii :~: 
3igelo:·: :.:cu::tai:: ~a.s 
·c:· n:..;.:ers. 
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The curr8nt i:1c:-ease in :-ec!"eational acti~rities on :-!ai;:e :tcu.::'ta.i:lS :::.a~T tb.r-:atan 
f:-a.~le :.rctic-s.lpL::s com."!tu..."li ties. It is i.'1'orta.r..t that---- thase u."lu.sual. areas 
ce idsn~i.:'i ad :.nd. .? ~served.. 
For f~her L~formation, see the plar~~ng report, Arctic-Al~ine 7asc~la~ 
Vegetation on :-raine (·Iou.'1ta.i=:s, by Diane Ha~t and Ronal.d. Javis. For information on 
the rcre plant species,. see Rcre Meine VcscuJar Ptcnts, by L.M. Ecstman, end Botanical Fact 
II II II Sheets 31, 32, end 33 •. 
8. A Brief Statement Concerning the Tzpe of Manag~ment SU~gestions 
For the Area Includ.:L~g O'ses 'f'ihich 't'iould be Comca:tible ·..nth the 7a.lues 
Reo resented bv the .ire a 
It is suggested that the landowner or a. designated representative 
o! the landowner may, a.t his/or her option, institute any or all 
of the following management suggestions: 
A. Bigelow Mountain should be maintained in a. natural condition 
to perpetuate a. sui table and proper ~abi tat for arctic-al.pi.ne 
plant species. Manag~ment o£ the area should be carried out 
~..nth the a.d'lice and approval of botanists k:lowledgeable ·f'ii th 
the species. 
B. Bigelow Mol.llltain arctic-alpine communities should be mcni to~d 
periodically to check on their condi ticn. 
C. !rails should o.ot be constr.lctad through high quali t7 areas. 
D. Motorized vehicles should be prohibited £:-om the a..:ctic-a.lpi.:le 
·vegetation areas. 
E. 'The building o! structures on a.rctic-alp:L"le veg~tation areas 
should be discouraged. 
9. Prog:ra.ms ·,mch Directly Ai'fect or a.rg ?a.rticu.larlz Relevant to the 
Use and ~-!ar..ageme.TJ.t. of the Area 
10. .\ Erie! Statement Conce~~ng ~1blici t7 About the Area 
,., --· 
P,.1blicity about the critical area. should be m.i."li.:lal so that visitors 
are not at-tracted to the a.-"""'3a. .~ i:u"'l.ux of 'lisi tors ~culd. ;:ose a. 
threat to t..'1.e critical a....-ea., a.s r.Jel! as i;npose a.."'l 3.dd.ed 'ou:den :m 
t..~e landowner. 
April 20, 1979 
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Register of Critical Areas 
The State Planning Office is charged •.d th a.dmir..istering the Critical A.reas 
Act. For further information, please contact the State Plan.ning Office, 
Critical Areas Program, 184 State Street, Augusta, Maine, OL.JJJ, 
Telephone (207) 289-3155. 
1. ~ Saddleback Mountain Arctic-Alpine Vascular Vegetation Community 
2. Cr.i ticaJ. Area Number - 126 
J. Location 
A. Franklin County 
E. Township of Sandy' River Plantation, J\.Aodrid, and Redington 
C. Minor Civil Division Code Number - 07170, 07110, 07819 
D. tati tude w.o tongi tude 70 ° 
E. U.S.G.S. Quodrongle: Rcngeiey and Phillips, Moine 15~ 1949 and 1929 
4. Categories of Critical Areas Into •flhich the Area. F<;2, ls 
A. Area of significance to the natural sciences 
B. Ecologically sensitive area 
C. I.mpo rtant i"'..abi tat 
5. Owner's ~a.me and Address 
Georgia-Pacific Company 
Woodland, Moine 04694 
Attn: Roger Mitchell, Resource fv'onoger 
6. Boundaries and Size of the Area 
T.he critical a.rea includes that por+~on of' Saddleback Mou..-.,.tai.."l above 
·. 
1066 meters (JSJO feet). A.rctic-alpi!le communities occur ·over an 
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of its Unusual Qualities and the 
Saddleback Mountain in western Franklin County consists of a ridge running southwest/ 
northeast for a distance of approximately J.5 kilometers (2. 2 miles}. The Saddleback 
massi£ is composed of shale, sandstone, and quartz conglomerate. Two peaks on the 
mountain reach elevations over 1200 meters (4000 feet}, the Fire Tower (1254 meters 
or 4116 feet) and The Horn (1226 meters or 4023 feet}. The corridor between the two 
peaks is a ridge approximately 2.6 kilometers (1.6 miles) long. The wind swept 
ridge is dominated by rock slabs and boulder fields. A pond lies on the southwest 
side of the Fire Tower. 
A 1976 survey found 19 species of arctic-alpine distributj.on growing on the wind-
swept ridge of Saddleback Mountain over an estimated area of ~J hectares (207 .5 
acres). Saddleback Mountain is a relatively dry area, and most species present are 
adapted to dr.f, windy microhabitats. 
The vegetation occu.r:::-ing on the west end of the ridge forms a mosaic of plant 
communities of which the dwar.f' shrub heath is dominant. The characteristic 
plants in this ccmmuni ty are Alpine Bilberry (Vaccinium uliginosum), !.abrader 
Tea (~ groenlandium), and Reindeer tichens ( Cladonia SPO.). Dwa.r.f shrub heath 
communities also occur along the trail, and in areas sedge (Carex) or Rush (Juncus) 
may also be present. Krummholz intermingles with the dwarf shrub heath communi ties 
and often extends up to the crest of the ridge. Diapensia communi ties provide the 
dominant plant cover at the Fire T~wer. Diapensia (Diapensia lanponica) and Black 
Crowberry ( ])lroetrum nigrum) characterize this community. A pond is located south-
west of the Fire Tower, and artie-alpine species occur along its margin. 
The col between the Fire Tower and The Horn is dominated by krummholz and subalpine 
spruce-fir forests, although arctic-alpine communi ties also occur. Dwart shrub 
heath is the common arctic-alpine vegetation type in this area. The patches o£ 
arctic-alpine species vary according to the microenvironment. For example, Hare's 
rail (Erioohorum spissum} and Sohagnum moss occur in wet depressions; Mountain 
Sandwort (Arenaria groenlandicum} and Diapensia (Diapensia lapponica) are present 
in trampled, exposed, well drained microsi tes. Baked-apple Berry (RUbus chamaemorus}, 
a species of limited distribution in Maine, occurs at a moist site.-
The Horn is a treeless peak dominated by a sedge-rush dwarf" shrub heath community. 
This community is characterized by Highland Rush ( Juncus trifidus}, Alpine Eilberry 
(Vacc:Ll'lium ulifnosum), Bigelow's Sedge (f.m biegelowii), and Reindeer tichens 
( Clador..ia son • 
Saddleback Mountain ranks third to Mount Katahdin and Goose Eye Mountain in the 
numb!!r of arctic-alpine species occur.i.ng on Maine mountain-s. At least .34 species 
of arctic-alpine distribution are found on Maine mountains, 19 of which are known 
to occur on Saddleback Mountain. Arctic-alpine plant commu.'li ties are uncommon in 
Maine, growing over an estimated 615 hectares (1,524 acres). Treeless mountains 
are unusual in Haine,and the occu.rance of arctic-alpine vegetation is uncommon 
because of the limited high altitude habitat. Furthermore, many plant species of 
arctic origin reach their southern limit on Maine mountains. The Maine alpine en-
vironment is similar to that found in tabrador or Alaska and thus indicates fioral 
a.ffini ties with arctic or subarctic environments. The adantations that arctic-
alpine plants have made to their harsh environment further- interests botanists and 
naturalists. 
Saddleback Hountain has significant scenic and recreational val'..les and is used 
moderately by hikers and skiers. The current increase in recreational activities 
on Haine ;;tountains may threaten fragile arctic-alpine cormnuni ties. It is important 
that thase unusual areas be identified and· preserved. For further in.for:nation see 
the pl~"'ling report, Arctic-..Upine Vascular Vegetation on Maine Hountains, by ~ane 
May and Ronald Davis. 
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8. A Brief Statement Concerning the Tzpe of Managa~ent Suggestions For 
the Area Including TJses '1'4bich ~iould be Corrroatible with the Values 
Recresented by the Area 
It is suggested that the landowner or a designated representative of 
the landowner may, at h:is/or her option, institute any or all o£ the 
following management suggestions: 
A. Saddle back Mountain should be maintained in a natural condition to 
pe!1'etuate a sui table and proper habitat for arctic-alpi..l'le plant 
species. !-!anagement of the area should be carried out ·Ji th the 
advice and approval o£ botanists knowledgeable with the species. 
B. Saddle back Mountain arctic-e.lpine communi ties should be monitored 
periodically to check on their condition • 
C. Trails should not be constructed through high quality a.res.s. 
D. Motorized vehicles should be prohibited from the a.rctic-s.lpine 
vegoetation 3.reas. 
1:. The building o£ structures on a.rctic .. alpi::.e veg-ata.tion areas should 
be discouraged. 
9. Progr3ms :.Jhic..~ !:i.rectl;r A.f!'ect or are P~icula.rl;r Relevant to the TJse 
and Hanagement of the Area 
The Land Use Regulation Commission has zoned Soddleback Mountain as a 
recreational district up to 82J meters (2700 feet}. Above this 
elevation tile mountain is zoned as a mountain a-~a. 
10. A Brie£ Statement Concerning ~ibli~ty About the Area 
Publicity about the critical area should be :n:ini.11al so that visi. tors 
are not attracted to tb.e area. An L'1.flux of visitor-s could oose a. 
threat to the critical area, as well as imcose an added burd~n on 
the landowner. · · 
11. Date Registration Becomes E.f.fective 
27 January 1978 
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Register of Critical Areas 
The State Planning Office is charged with administering the Critical Areas Act., For 
further information, please contact the Stote Planning Ofr1ce, Critical Areos Progrcm,. 
189 State Street, Augusta, Maine, 04333, Telephone (207) 289-3155. 
1.. Name Dunn Falls 
2. Critical Area Number 322 
3.. Location 
A.. Oxford County 
B. Andover North Surplus 
C. Minor Civil Division Code Number - 17803 U 
D • Latitu:ie 4S' 39' 36 11 Long itt.Jde 70° 54 1 03 11 
E. U.S.G.S. Quadrangle: Old Speck Mountain 15' (1943) 
4·.. Owner's Name and Address 
Mr. Robert W. Hintze 
Regional N\anoger, Land and Timber, North East 
lntemotional Poper Company 
Woodlands Division 
Augusto, ME 04330 . 
5. Boundaries and Size of the Area 
Dunn FaJI critical area occursonaneostem hibutory ro rhe Ellis River in Dunn Notch.· It 
is located in Andover North Surplus of Oxford County. 
The western boundary of the critical area begins 1 00 meters (328 feet) upstream From the 
confluence of the maior stream and a rributory entering from the southwest 1 and runs 
perpendicular to rhe thread of the stream in both a northerly and southerly direction for 
about SO meters (164 feet). The northem boundory begins at rhe northern end of the 
western boundary and runs downstream in an easterly direction For approximately 0.8 
kilometer (0 .5 mile ) , pare He! to and set bock SO meters (164 feet) from the thread of 
rhe stream. The east em boundary begins at rhe east em end of rhe northerri boundary and 
runs perpendicular ro the rhread of rhe stream for 100 merers (328 feet). The southem 
boundary begins at rhe southern end of rhe eastern boundary and runs upstream in a westeriy 
~irection for about 0.8 kilometer (0.5 mile ), parcilel f'o and set back SO meters (164 feet) 
from rhe thread of the stream, or until it reaches rhe western boundary. 
The Critical Area includes a totci area of obout 80,000 square meters (8 hectares or 
1 9 .. 8 acres) • 
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Description 
Dunn Falls in Dunn Notch is c spectacular waterfall located in Andover North 
Surplus of Oxford County. The site is one of significant falls found in the 
Androscoggin River Drainage Basin and is noted primarily fori ts two large verti eel 
drops of over SO feet each. 
Beginning at the western end of the critical area and progressing in a downstream 
direction, the falls con be described as follows:· 
The first waterfall is nearly vertical and drops between 15.2 and 18.3 meters 
(50-60 feet) over a distance of about 3 meters (1 0 feet). The stream is approximately 
1.8-3 meters (6-10 feet) wide at this point. A tributary to rhe main stream meets 
the falls about 1 • 5 meters ( 5 feet) above its base where it drops into a larg.e pool. 
The first foils is followed by a short cascade dropping about 1 • 2 meters ( 4 feet) 
over a 1 .5 meter (5 foot) distance along the stream. From here, the stream 
meanders over large boulders and between high cliffs unti I it reaches a chute 
which drops about 4.6 meter (15 feet) into a small pool. rne stream bends northward end 
then P.lung~s approximately 26 meters (85 feet) in a nearly vert1 caJ drop to a pool 
at the bottom. The stream of water over l'he faJ Is is only 1-2 meters ( 306 feet) 
wide. 61-92 meter (200-300 foot) cliffs occur on rhe north bank. The sourh side 
of the stream has steep bonks of moss covered boulders up ro a sma II rra i I. 
Mixed spruce, fir, yellow birch end mountain maple characterize the surrounding 
area. 
Of biological significance is rhe occurrence of .the Fragrant Cliff-fem, Oryopteds 
fragrans (Le) which was identified by A.S. Peasa in September 1937. The·fem 
grows on the cliffs in Dunn Notch. 
Lending historical significance f'o the site is an old unused road along rhe south 
bank of rhe stream, probably linked to rhe log driving which was done here at one rime. 
The rrai Is along rhe stream are being considered for the relocaf'ion of rhe Appalachian 
Trail as this area is outstanding in scenic and natural value. 
Dunn Falls is one of significant waterfalls in Maine. If' is one of only 
significant falls sires in Oxford County. The primary reasons for including 
Dunn Falls on rhe Critical Areas Register are: 
1. Its hydrologic artributes including the rhree vertical drops of 19.8, 4.6 and 
26 mel'ers ( 65, 15 end 85 feet respectively) 
2. The biological significance of rhe occurrence of the Fragrant Cliff-fem 
growing on rhe steep cliffs in rhe Notch 
3. The outstanding scenic and natural beauty of rhe site and 
4. The historical significance of rhe fc"llfs as obstuctions ro log driving. 
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The State Planning Office is charged 'Nith administering the Critical Areas Act. For 
further information, please contact the State Planning Office, Critical Areas Program, 
189 State Street, Augusta, Maine, 04333, Telephone (207) 289-3155. 
1. Name Elephant Mountain Old Growth Red Spruce 









Minor Civil Division 
Latitude: 440 46' 
U.S.G.S. Quadrangle: 
4. Owner's Name and Address 
Boise Cascade Paper Co. 
Woodlands Dept. 
Rumford, Maine 04276 
Attn: Sumner Burgess 
Code Number - 07805 U 
00 11 Longitude: 70° 
Oquossoc 15', 1940 
5. Boundaries and Size of the Area 
00" 
The critical area is centered about the junction of the Appalachian Trail and the 
Clearwater Brook Trail, south of Elephant Mountain~· From this junction, the critical 
area extends approximately 700 feet north, and 1000 feet south along the Appalachian 
Tra i1 . 
The boundary of the critical area is as follows (a11 bearings are magnetic): beginning 
from the intersection of the Clearwater Brook Trail and the town line for Township 
D and Township C, the boundary extends 1450 feet (480 m) at a bearing Gf NS0°E. The 
boundary then runs a distance of 660 feet (220 m) at a bearing of S30oE, crossing 
the Appalachian Trail. From here, th~ boundary runs at a bearing of ssoow for a 
distance of 1214 feet (403 m). Next, the boundary follows a bearing of due south 
for a distance of~ mile (0.4 km). At this point, the boundary turns N85°l~~ for 790 
feet (263m), until reaching the township line. The boundary then follows this 
township line Nl8°E for~ mile until reaching the Clearwater Brook Trail. 
The critical area covers approximately 30 acres (12 hectares). 
6. A Description of the Area Including a Listing of its Unusual Qualities and the Reason(s) 
for its Inclusion on the Register 
An uncut stand containing old growth red spruce (Picea rubens) grows in the saddle 
between Elephant Mountain and Old Blue Mountain, along the Appalachian Trail near 
South Arm. Some of the spruce in this balsam fir (Abies balsamea) stand are over 
300 years old and have a diameter larger than 21 inches at breast height. 
The old growth red spruce are found on either side of the Appalachian Trail, near 
the junction of the Clearwater Brook Trail. From this junction, the trees extend 
700 teet north and 1000 feet south along the Appalachian Trail. Elevation is between 
2880 and 3000 feet. -
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Natural old growth forest stands are rare features in Maine and the Eastern United 
States. Because these ecosystems have undergone centuries of development, they 
possess a special value, especially for scientific and educational purposes. From 
these areas, information on past climate, soil-vegetation relationships, and natural 
succession can be derived to compare with managed stands. In addition, natural old 
growth forest stands complete Maine's forest history by serving as examples of forests 
that settlers may have viewed as they made their way through Maine. 
This fir stand is uneven-aged, containing an old growth spruce component and younger 
age classes of fir and spruce. The oldest spruce is 22 inches at d.b.h. and 284 
years old. This is the tree's age at breast height; and estimating the years 
needed to reach breast height from a seedling would easily place the tree at 310 
years or older. Since this diameter is well represented in other trees ~n the stand, 
it is assumed that there are other trees in the stand of this age. Increment corings 
of other trees are listed below. 
Increment Corings Taken at D.b.h. 
Species D.b.h. Age Height 
red spruce 22 11 284 75' 
red spruce 21 11 200+ 
red spruce 19 11 141 69' 
red spruce 15" 161 66' 
red spruce 6" 160 57' 
ba 1 sam fir 9" 65 45" 
The present structure and composition in the stand illustrates the dynamics involved 
in this climax stand. The structure, revealed through the increment corings and 
tree height; along with the climax condition controlled by site, species adaptability, 
and disturbances are two characteristics used to interpret the development in this 
stand. 
Data from increment corings indicates that at least 4 age classes are present in 
the stand. These are represented by the ages: 280, 160, 140 and 60 years. This 
data reveals that the stand is uneven-aged because the trees originated at different 
times. In addition, because the stand has not been harvested and is old, the irregular 
canopy level present when the stand was young has grown into one main canopy (50 
feet). The only trees higher than this are the oldest spruce that are 75 feet tall. 
The stand maintains itself as a climax, directed by the site, the species adapted 
to the site, and the natural disturbances. The protected location between two peaks 
enables the long-lived red spruce to obtain its large size and old age. The high 
elevation offers some protection from the spruce budworm, enabling old age to be the 
major cause of fir moratility as the tree reaches 80 years of age. 
Thus, the fir and spruce seedlings, both of which are tolerant of shade, can respond 
when released from competition with the overstory trees. These seedlings replace the 
dead trees in these ar-eas by growing into the site. In this way, the stand replenishes 
itself with new growth in small pockets throughout the stand (uneven-aged condition), 
instead of the whole stand being replaced at one time by a major disturbance, 
characteristic of an even-aged stand. 
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The red spruce average 19 inches d.b.h., and the largest tree is 28 inches d.b.h. 
The diameter class with the most trees and largest size is 21 inches. Sixteen of 
the approximately 45 old growth red spruce were measured. Most show signs of old 
age, having crowns that are dying. However, the boles of all trees bored were found 
to be so 1 i d. 
Scattered throughout the stand are rocks and boulders, possibly carried here by 
glaciers, that contain quartz, biotite and muscovite. These erratics are either 
granite or quartizite. Surface soils on the site consist of a rich, dark 3 inch 
organic layer, a~~~ leached, albic horizon, followed by a dark, red spodic horizon. 
Surface textures are learns. 
Regeneration on the site is predominately fir that is one foot high. Red spruce 
seedlings are also found on the forest floor. A fir seedling was found to be 13 years 
old, illustrating the ability fir and spruce have to establish themselves and survive 
for many years in the shade. 
Groundplants include: bryaphytes oxalis (Oxalis montana), Canadian mayflower 
(Maianthemum canadense), blue-bead lily (Clintonia borealis), twinflower (Linnaea 
borealis), goldenthread (Coptis trifolia), and shield fern (Dryopteris spp.). 
The following species are located near two underground streams that surface in the 
stand: sphagnum moss (Sphagnum spp.), whorled aster (Aster acuminatus) and starflower 
(Trientalis borealis). 
Trees scattered throughout include: white birch (Betula papyrifera) and mountain-
ash (Serbus americana). 
The Critical Areas Program inventoried Natural Old Growth Forest Stands and found 
that the Elephant Mountain Old Growth Red Spruce met the criteria for inclusion 
on the Critical Areas Register. 
The reasons for inclusion of the Elephant Mountain Old Growth Red Spruce on the 
Critical Areas Register are: 
1) the stand contain trees 300 years and older, 
2) the stand has never been harvested, 
3) the stand contains trees of large diameter at a high elevation. 
For further information, see the planning report, Natural Old Growth Forest Stands 
in Maine and Their Relevance to the Critical Areas Program, by John Grena. 
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The State Planning Office is charged wi-ch admir..istering the Critical Areas 
Act. For further information, please contact the State Pl~~~g Office, 
C.ritical Areas Program, 18L. State Street, Augusta, Haine, Ou3JJ, Telephone 
(a17) 289-3155. 
Baldpate Mountain Arctic-Alpine Vascular Vegetation Communi. ty 
2. Critical Area Humber 113 
J. toea ti on 
A. Oxford Co~~ty 
B~ Grafton Not~~ 
C. Minor Civil Division Code Number- 17808 
tongitude 
E. U.S.G.S. Quadrangle: Old Speck IY\ountoin, Maine 15' 1943 
4. Categories of Critical . .t.-eas !:1to 'Nhich the .!.rea Fills 
A. Area of significance to the natural sciences 
3. EconogicaJ.ly sensi ti7e area 
C. !.Ttip o rtan t habitat 
' • O'.me r r s !lame and Address 
Srate of Maine 
Deportment of Conservation 
Bureau of Public Lends 
Augusta, Maine 04333 
6. Boundaries and Si za of the A...~ a 
The critical area includes that portion of Baldpate Mountai."l above 
1067 :neters ( .3500 f'eet). Arctic-alpi:le communi tes occur over an 
estimated area o£ 0.16 km2 (0.06 mi.2) 
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7. A Descrintion 
the Reason s 
its Unusual Qualities and 
Baldpate Mountain lies in western Oxford County, approximately 11.6 kilometers 
(7 .25 miles) east of Gratton Notch in the town of Gratton. The mountain is 
oriented on a southwest/northeast axis. The massif is composed of dark grey 
slate, schist, and gneiss. Massive slabs o£ rock cover the upper ridges o£ 
Baldpate; the summit is gravely and wind-swept. The east peak rises to an 
elevation o£ 1,162 meters (J,812 feet). 
A 1976 survey identi.f'ied eleven plant species of Arctic-Alpine distribution 
growing on Baldpate Mountain over an estimated a...."""ea of 16 hectares (J9.5 
acres.) The uppermost ridges of Baldpate are covered by massive rock slabs, 
and vegetation ocCUIS only in depressions and cracks between rocks where soil 
has formed. The west peak is a dr,r, open area dominated by krummholz vegeta-
tion o£ Black Spruce (Pica mariana) and Balsam Fir (Abies balsamea) .A dwarf 
shrub heath community f'Oiiiis the understory. The domiilaii't plants in this 
community are Pale I.aurel (KaJ.mia poli.folia), llpin~ Bi.lberry (Va.ccinium 
ullginosum), and Labrador Tea (~ groenlandicum). 
2 
The col between the west and east peaks is approximately 90 per cent lichen-
covered rock. '1"11o alpine bog communi ties, dominated by Hare's Tail (Er:io'Ohorum 
spissum) and Sphagnum moss, occur on the col. The south side of the east peak 
is a rock fall dominated by rock lichens. The summit is grave!ty and wind-
swept, and a rush dwarf shrub heath community is dominant. The major plants 
in this connn:wrl.ty are Highland Rush (Juncus trifidus), Alpine Bilberry (Vaccinium. 
uliginosum), mosses (Pol ~.~richum spp.}, lichens ( Cladonia spp.}, and patches 
of Mountain sandwort Arenaria groenlandicum). 
The relati vel;r small number of Arctic-Alpine species present on Baldpate 
Mountain is a direct result of the llmi ted sui table habitat. Nonetheless, 
the occurance of the plants is significant. Arctic-Alpine communi ties are 
uncommon in Maine, growing o'V'!!r an estimated 61.5 hectares (1,524 acres}. 
Treeless mountains are unusual in Maine, and the occuran~e o! Arctic-Alpine 
vegetation is uncommon because o£ the limited high al. ti tude habitat. 
Furthermore, many plant species of arctic origin reach their southern limit 
on Maine mountains. The Maine alpine environment is sim:Ua.r to that found in 
tabrador and Alaska and thus indicates noral a.f!in.i ties T..ri th arctic or sub-
arctic environments. The adaptations that Arctic-Alpine plants have made to 
their harsh environment further interests botanists and naturalists. 
Baldpate Mountain has significant scenic and recreational values. The current 
increase in recreational activities on Maine mountains may threaten fragile 
.Arctic-.Upine communi ties. It is L"llportant that these u."lusual areas be 
identified and preserved. For further information, see the planr...ing report, 
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8. A Brief Statement Concerning the T-voe of Management SufZgestions For 
the Area. Including Uses ~'ibich Would be Comoatible with the 'Values 
Reoresented by the Area 
It is suggested that the landowner or a designated representative 
of the landowner may, at his/or her option, institute any or all 
of the following management suggestions: 
A. Baldpate Mountain should be· maintained in a natural condition to 
perpetuate a sui table and proper habitat for arctic-alpine plant 
species. Management of the area should be carried out with the 
advice and approval of botanists klowledgeable with the species. 
B. Baldpate Mountain arctic-alpine communities s.:.,.oul.d be monitored 
periodically to check on their condition. 
C. Trails should not be constructed through high quality areas. 
D. Motorized vehicles should be prohibited f'rom the arctic-alpine 
vegetation areas. 
E. The building of structures on arctic-alpine vegetation areas should 
be discouraged. 
9. Programs Which Direct1y Affect or are Particularly Relevant to the Use 
and Management of the Area 
Baldpate Mountain currently is being re-zoned by the Land Use Regulation Commission. 
10. A Brief Statement Concerning Publicity About the Area 
Publicity about the critical area should be minimal so that visitors 
are not attracted to the area. An innux of visitors could pose a 
threat to the critical area, as well as impose an added burden on 
the landowner. 
11. Date Registration Becomes Ef'fecti ve 
December 16,1977 
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The State Pfenning Office is charged with administering the Critical Areas Act. For 
Further information, please contact f'he Srate Planning Office, Critical Areas Program, 
184 Srcte Srreet, Auguste, Meine, 04333, Telephone (207) 289-3155. 
1 o Nome 
Goose Eye N'•ountain Arctic-Alpine Vascular Vegetation Community 
2~ Cril'lcal Area Number 11 h, 
3. Location 
A. Oxford County 
Bo Riley Township 
C. 1'Ainor Civi I Division Code Number - 17817 
D. Latitude 44° 30' N" Longirude 71° 00 1 W" 
E. U.S. G .S. Quadrangle: Old Speck .~~ountain a-nd Bethel, .1v\afne 15' 1943 and 1940 
4. Categories of Crlf'ical Areos Into 'Nhich the Area Fells 
A. Areo of significance ro the noturol sciences 
B. Ecologically sensirive areo 
C. Important habirot 
5. Owner's Nome and Address 
Srote of Maine 
Department of Conservation, Bureau of Public Lends 
Augusta, "'\aine 04333 
6. Boundaries end Size of rheA reo 
The criri cal area includes rhot portion of Goose Eye Mounroi n above 1 067 mef'ers (3500 ft.). 
Arctic-olpine communiries occur over on estimated area of 0.21 km 2 (0.08 mi .2). 
7. A Descripf'ion of rhe Area Including o Listing of irs UnuslA1 Oualii'ies end rhe Reoson{s) 
for irs Inclusion on rhe Register 
Goose Eye 1\i\.ountain is located in rhe Mchoosic Range in western Oxford County, 
approximately 6.1 kilometers (4.1 miles) sourh of i'Aahoosic Norch. The Goose Eye 
massiF is comFQsed of dark grey slate, schist, end gneiss. rne west end east peoks 
ore rocky and rise to elevations of 1, 176 meters (3, 860 feet) and 1, 156 :11 eters (3, 794 feet) 
respectively •. Three sides of both pecks form steep slopes domina red by spruce-fir 
forests. Severe l o I pine bogs ore present on ~he rabl eland, and o large Sog is located 
south of rhe col berween rhe west and east pecks. 
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The Goose Eye Mountain range has a narrow treeless zone approximately 2 
kilometers long (1 .2 miles) that is vegetated by a variety of arctic-alpine plant 
communities. A 1976 survey identified 20 species of arctic-alpine distribution 
growing over an estimated area of 21 hectares (52.5 acres). 
The major alpine plant community on Goose Eye Mountain is the dwarf shrub heath 
community. The community is dominated by AJpine Bilberry (Vaccinium uliginosum) 
and Low Sweet Blueberry (Vaccinium angustifolium). Dwarfed spruce and fir form 
a narrow krummholz ecotone between the open summit and the forest. 
The vegetation on the tableland consists of a complex mosaic of arctic-alpine com-
munities: alpine bog communities in wet depression; homogeneous Hare's Tail 
(Erophorum spissum) depressions; dwarf shrub heath communities, which are often 
interspersed WTFFiSma II spruce and fir trees; and fellfi eld and Diapensia (Diapensia 
lapponica) communities in dry, windswept areas. Baked-apple Berry (Rubus chaemaemorusL 
which is uncommon on Maine mountains, is found in two bogs on Goose Eye Mountain. 
Goose Eye Mountain ranks second to Mt. Katahadin in the number of arctic-alpine 
plant species found on Maine mountains. At least 34 species of arctic-alpine dis-
tribution occur on Maine mountains, 20 of which are found on Goose Eye Mountain. 
Artie-alpine communities are uncommon in Maine, growing over an estimated 
615 hectares (1,524 acres). Treeless mountains are unust..'OI in Maine, and the 
occurrence of arctic-alpine vegetation is uncommon because of the I imited high 
altitude habitat. Furthermore, many plant species of arctic origin reach their 
southern limit on Maine mountains. The Maine alpine environment is similar to 
that found in Laborador and Alaska and thus indicates floral affinities with arctic 
or sub-arctic environments. The adaptations that arctic-alpine plants have made 
to their harsh environment further interests botanists and naturalists. 
Goose Eye Mountain has significant scenic and recreational values. The current 
increase in recreational activities on Maine mountains may threaten fragile arctic-
alpine communities. It is important that these natural areas be identified and 
preserved. For further information, see the planning report, Arctic-Alpine Vascular 
Vegetation~ Maine Mountains, by ~iane May and Ronald Davis. 
8. A Brief Statement Concerning the Type of Management Suggestions For the Area 
Including Uses Which Would be Compatible with the Values Represented by the Area 
It is suggested that the landowner or a designated representative of the landowner may, 
at his/her option, institute any or all of the following management suggestions: 
A. Goose Eye Mountain should be maintained in a natural condition to perpetuate 
a suitable and proper habitat for arctic-alpine plant species. 
B. Management of the fragile area should be carried out with the advice and 
approval of botanists knowledgeable with the species. 
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C. Trails should not be constructed through high quality areas. 
D. Motorized vehicles should be prohibited from the arctic-alpine vegetation areas. 
E. The building of structures on arctic-alpine vegetotion areas should be discouraged. 
9. Progroms Which Directly Affect or are Particularly Relevant to the Use and Monogement 
of the Area 
Goose Eye Mountoin is in the process of being rezoned by the Land Use Regulation 
Commission. 
10. A Brief Statement Concerning Publicity About the Area 
Publicity obout the critical area should be minimal so that visitors are not attracted 
to the area. An influx of visitors could pose o threat to the critical area, as well as 
impdse on added burden on the londowner. 
ll . Dote Registrotion Becomes Effective 
December 16,1977 
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1. Katahdin Arctic Butterfly, Oeneis polixenes katahdino 19770 A.E. 
Brewer, 12 pages. Report No. 35 
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